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Notes
All trustees have served a full
term for this period

Executive Summary
We’ve successfully gotten
Kale Charity off the ground,
with the help of our
supporters and trustees.
The first year for any kind of

connecting people with animals

organisation can be nerve-wracking,

needing forever homes. There are

but it’s been a pleasure to get

a number of these success stories,

Kale Charity off the ground with a

some of them featured in this

formalised constitution and legal

annual report - they’re the reason

recognition, as well as setting up all

we took a leap of faith in making

the important administrative aspects

an animal adoption platform, and

like bank accounts, and a PO Box.

it’s encouraging seeing things pay

I’ve been blown away by the support

off already. The Adopt Animals

from friends, family, and colleagues,

system has kept track of around 400

as well as private companies who gift

animals, from becoming available, to

us subscriptions to their services.

being successfully rehomed, and I’m
confident it’s ready for much larger

We set a rough goal of £100 a month

numbers in the coming years.

raised at the charity’s inception.
We’ve achieved around two-thirds

Our partnership with Edinburgh Dog

of that, which is well on our way to

and Cat Home remains strong, having

break-even. With that money, we

transitioned from a personal basis to

launched and maintained all the

being handled by the charity. Their

projects we set out to, and fielded

apps have retained their glowing

questions from other charities

reviews on both the iOS and Android

seeking advice on technical issues.

App Stores, and we’ve transitioned
the app to using our own Adopt

Adopt Animals officially launched

Animals API to get its data - which

this year, and has been successfully

makes it much easier to maintain. We
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have exciting things planned for next

here - the pack was perfect, and

year!

really sold our commitment to
quality, and the brand designs he’s

Fundraising is one of the biggest

created.

unknowns with new ventures, but I’m
very proud that we’ve built a really

Needless to say, we’ve had an

solid, multi-channel basis of funding.

extremely busy, but hugely

Adam’s work on our donation pages

successful, year. All our trustees

has been key to this - if there’s a way

work full-time, so I’m incredibly

someone wants to donate, we’re

grateful for their time and support,

probably set up for it. Next year,

and impressed at the quality of

we’re considering whether to look at

what we’ve all achieved. I’m looking

grants as a means of securing larger

forward to seeing the fruits of our

amounts of funding, but we’ll need

work in 2020!

to balance that with the freedom
to execute how we want to as an
organisation.
We launched our first Patreon
campaign, to celebrate our first year
of existence, and say thank you to
our supporters with a letter and a
pack of stickers featuring both the
Kale Charity and Adopt Animals’
brands. Adam’s design skills shone

5

Skye Welch
Chairperson

Charitable Aims
The organisation’s
purpose is the
advancement of education
and the advancement of
community development,
by:

1

The provision of technical assistance to improve
existing digital offerings and future digital projects
of voluntary organisations.

2

The creation of digital amenities for free public
use, such as animal adoption listings.

3

Increasing contribution of technical help to good
causes by giving advice to digital professionals, to
encourage them to provide assistance to voluntary
organisations for free

We designed these objectives to

with Edinburgh Dog and Cat Home

give us a relatively wide umbrella,

to keep their apps going. These

so that we could collect our existing

both relate to our first and second

charitable efforts in to one place.

charitable objectives. The third is
something we can work on in 2020.

For our first year, we’ve largely
worked on Adopt Animals, and

6

Full Logo

Short-form
Logo

Wordmarque

The Kale Charity brand uses a
modular logo system based on the
same spacing, and family of colours,
fonts and symbols. This allows for

i

flexibility in print and on the web. The

Charitable aims match those in our

full logo is intended to suggest a field

constitution. You can read this at

of kale.

kale.charity/constitution

Structure and
Governance
This is our first annual
report, so we can go in
to a little detail about the
structure, governance,
and management of the
charity.
We’re not expecting large changes

board of trustees, and is well worth

to our governance in the following

the benefits.

years.
The SCVO provide a model
We chose a single-tier SCIO, which

constitution, which makes the

is a purpose-built legal structure

process of becoming a registered

available to charitable organisations

charity much easier (for us,

in Scotland. It gives us some of

and them). We made two small

the benefits of being a company,

amendments, with the purpose of

like being a formally recognised

removing tenure limits for trustees,

legal entity, and limited liability for

and to allow us to use online banking

the trustees. The charity can also

to manage our accounts. Office-

more easily enter in to contracts,

bearers are still cycled out after

and receive donations from private

every AGM, but we anticipate that

companies who prefer dealing with a

we’ll re-elect to the same roles in the

formally recognised charitable entity.

coming year.

The only real downside is some
additional administrative burden, but
that cost is entirely absorbed by our
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Kale Charity
@kalescot

Hello, world

👋🎗
29 Aug 2018

Social
Media

The first tweet from the charity’s
Twitter account, by Chairperson
Skye Welch. ‘Hello World’ has long
been a common test message in the
computer science community.

This year we set up Patreon, Twitter

86

and Facebook as a way of keeping

Tweets

in touch with our supporters, and
charities we work with. Twitter and
Patreon are by far the most popular,
and we use the former to keep
people up to date about everything
from scheduled maintenance to new
features on the website and apps.

9

£226
Raised through
Patreon

‘One Year of Kale’ Sticker design
sent to Patreon supporters as part of
the special event
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Year of Good
In August, we celebrated our one
year anniversary. We decided to
observe the occasion by reaching
out to our supporters to let them
know how much we appreciate them.
Friends of the charity were posted a
set of stickers, including a limited run
of ‘One Year of Kale Charity’ sticker.
Assembled with love, individually by
hand, we look ahead to the coming
years and hope that by year 2 we
have many more to send (though we
may have to enlist some helpers for
the next round of mailers!)

‘One Year of Kale Charity’ mailer to
our patrons.

Corporate
Sponsors
We wouldn’t be able to do the work

gifting us credit or the use of their

we do without the support of our

products and services.

generous corporate sponsors! We’re
very thankful to these companies for
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Adopt Animals
Year in Review
This year we officially launched

Our plans for the future include:

Adopt Animals, with our first partner
shelter on the site, Edinburgh Dog

•

Iterating on the core features,

and Cat Home. It’s a charitable

such as shelter distance

service, designed to showcase

calculation

animals that shelters, of all sizes,

•

Getting more shelters on board

have available to rehome.

•

Designing an animal management
system, so shelters of all sizes can

Whilst previously working with EDCH

keep track of their animals

on their own apps, we discovered
that there was an opportunity for a

By building a best-in-class platform

new type of adoption listing system,

for handling shelter data, we’ll be

which could be charitable, impartial,

able to add exciting new features.

and use our team’s collective

For example, we could add animal

industry experience to make

data analytics, detailing level of

something great.

interest, average turnaround time,
or how characteristics change

We’re seeking more shelters to join

viewing behaviour, letting staff

us - it’s entirely free, and we’ll do the

make informed decisions about their

work to automate integration with

listings. Shelter staff could update

shelters’ existing systems. If you’re in

animal profiles, and take new pictures

the UK reading this and wondering if

and videos, directly from their

your shelter can get on board, send

phones using our native apps. We’re

us a message and let’s talk!

really excited about the possibilities!

300+

5*

Downloads

Rating in iOS
and Google
Play stores

Our Apps

Native
Our iOS and
Android apps
offer a native
experience. Dark
mode is supported
in iOS 13.

Automatic
Images, names
and descriptions
are pulled
automatically
from the shelter’s
database

Traits
We’ve designed a
beautiful set of 7
tags (with many
more to come)

13

Our Website
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We’ve built Adopt Animals to be fast,
reliable, and a great experience on
every platform. We’ve served over
a million requests to our services
this year, from our apps to the
website. The backend is currently
comprised of 9 microservices,
which take around two minutes
to build from scratch and fully
deploy, and there have been roughly
thirty deployments of each service
throughout the year. There’s been
almost no downtime during the
year, other than small outages in
services we depend on, which is to
be expected.

35,000
Unique visitors
over the last 12
months

1,560,000+
Service calls
over the last 12
months

Feature Parity
With the iOS App,
including dark mode,
tags and sharing.
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100ms
Average page
response time

Adopt Animals
Stats
By building a bespoke system for
keeping track of shelter animals,
we can calculate some interesting
statistics about all sorts of details.
We’d like to work with shelters,
to help make the process of
understanding their needs, and
performance, super easy.

Animals available
through Adopt
Animals*
314
Dogs
Kale Charity
Annual Report 2018-19

82
Cats

Notes
*Based on number of IDs in our
database for this period
16

Busiest
Month

44

9
December ‘18

March ‘19

Longest
Rehoming
Time*
Alfie
Breed Springer
Spaniel / Labrador
Retriever
Size Medium
Sex Male
Edinburgh Dog and Cat
Home

609 Days
17

Notes
*Number of days in the
shelter, as reported by our
database

“
”

By using Kale Charity’s
Adopt Animals, I was
able to keep an eye on
cats in the area. Because
our requirements were
quite specific, being able
to quickly see when new
pets were available was
important. We were able
to get in touch with EDCH
as soon as Sasha and
Cindy became available
for adoption - luckily so!
We were the first to visit
in person and the shelter
told us that being even
one day later would have
been too late. Thank you
Kale Charity!

Alice Rees
Kale Charity Edinburgh
Annual Report 2018-19
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Testimonial
There have been several success
stories this year, and every one
of them is extremely motivating they’re the reason we work so hard
on Adopt Animals. We hope to
expand our efforts in 2020 so we can
connect more animals to their new
forever homes!

Photo courtesy of
Alice Rees
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Income

Aug 18 - Mar 19
Other
£5

Standing
Orders
£50

£572

Patreon
£227
PayPal and
iZettle
£290

Gifts
PO Box
Skye gifted the charity a PO Box to
get us off the ground, totalling £183.
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Expenditure

Domain
Registration
£37

£424

Server
Costs
£387

Server Costs
This is the cost of renting servers
from DigitalOcean, so we can host
our website and API for our apps.
21

Domain Registration
This is the cost of our
adoptanimals.io and kale.charity
domains.

Full Accounts
Unrestricted funds*
HSBC

Paypal

Accounts
total

Total funds
current period

Total funds last
period

A1 Donations

81

491

572

572

-

Standing Orders

50

50

50

-

260

260

-

30

30

-

227

227

227

-

4

5

5

-

A3 Payments

424

424

424

-

Payments
relating directly
to charitable
activities

424

424

424

-

Domain
registration

37

37

37

-

Server costs

387

387

387

-

B1 Surplus for year 81

67

148

148

-

Paypal
iZettle

260
30

Patreon
Skye’s Donations

1

Notes
*All monies relating to the charity
during this period are classified as
unrestricted funds. Columns for
other types of funds which contain
a value of 0 have been omitted for
clarity.
Total funds last period is 0 as this is
the first annual report for the charity.
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Laurence Gooch
Treasurer
Dated 01.12.19
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Pop-up Event
27th September
HSBC invited us to a community
‘Pop-up’ event at their flagship
branch on Princes Street in
Edinburgh. The event, attended
largely by local businesses, was a
great opportunity to spread the word
and take some donations! We had
a live demo of the Adopt Animals
website to showcase the service we
offer.

